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SACRAMENT OF RECONCILIATION
SACRAMENT OF BAPTISM

SACRAMENT OF MARRIAGE

- all by appointment only

SACRAMENT OF ANOINTING OF THE SICK AND 
HOLY COMMUNION
Have your health care team page a Catholic priest if you 

have a family member in hospital needing anointing of the 

sick.

Communion to those homebound is suspended at this time.

For information on Catholic education in our 
community or to reach your local school board 

trustee, contact the Toronto Catholic District School 

Board at 416-222-8282 or www.tcdsb.org.

Schools in the area: 

St. Anselm 416-393-5243
Holy Cross 416-393-5242 

Canadian Martyrs  416-393-5251

St. John XXIII  416-429-4000 
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“I am the way the truth and the life”

The Gift of Patience

From last Sunday’s celebration of Jesus,
our Good Shepherd, we turn our

attention this week to who we are and

how we are to live as Jesus’ sheep, or, to
put it another way, as church. To aid our

prayer and reflection in this regard,

each of the scripture selections for
today offer images and analogies that

emphasize some aspect of what it

means to be church. Luke, in the first
reading from Acts (6:1-7), will remind us

that service is an essential constituent of

church, service to God, service to the
word, service to one another and, in

particular, service to the poor and

disadvantaged.

In the 2nd reading (1Pet 2:4-9) we get
several images of the church. The first

one says that we, as church, are living

stones built into an edifice of Spirit upon
the corner-stone of Jesus Christ.

Reflecting upon the implications we

have to ask ourselves these questions:

1) Are we, as the living stones of the
church, true and authentic memorials of

God’s encounter with humankind in

Christ? 2) Do people look at us and
recognize in us an “awesome shrine”, an

“abode of God”, a “gateway to

heaven”? 3) When they are in our
presence, do others have the sense that

God is with us, within us and therefore

with and within them? 4) Does our lack
of unity, our indifference to the poor, our

refusal to take the challenges of the

Gospel seriously render us an obstacle
and a stumbling block, a counter-

witness to what we are to be as a

church of living stones?

The other images are an affirmation of

church as “a chosen race, a royal
priesthood, a consecrated nation, a

people claimed by God to proclaim

glorious works”.

In today’s Gospel (Jn 14:1-12), the

evangelist alludes to these works as the

proper responsibility of the church.
Promising that they (we) would do the

works he did and works far greater than

his, the risen Jesus left his own an
agenda to be accomplished in the

interim between his advents. Part of

that agenda is to continue being a
church who fully and truly reflects the

loving concerns of Christ for humankind.

Unfortunately, this agenda has not
always been met. Let us not forget that

we are daily and continually blessed

with every gift and grace necessary for
fully realizing our potential and God’s

intentions for the world.
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